
the corporate & SerVIce Sector
DYNAMIC COMMUNICATION FOR

COMPANIES, CONSULTANCIES, CONFERENCE
CENTRES, OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATION FACILITIES

AND RESTAURANTS



High-quality, dynamic communication represents an impor-
tant element in offering one’s customers and guests a good 
experience and good service. Also, it is important to prioritise 
internal communication because it serves as a prerequisite of 
effective external communication – if employees are not well-
informed, they may not be able to provide customers with the 
help and advice required. We believe that people should be 
informed, helped, motivated and entertained. This leads to 
higher levels of satisfaction and improves productivity. 

Mermaid specialises in dynamic screen communication – 
 digital signage. Digital signage is effective and time-saving, 
and also ensures uniform communication. Furthermore, it 
allows the sender to communicate his message to a large 
number of people simultaneously – even though they are 
in different geographic locations. Screens can display texts, 
pictures and videos and may be placed in any location where 
it is relevant to meet and communicate with people. The ad-
vantage of digital signage is that a screen represents a strong 
and dynamic medium that is easily updated.

MERMAID OFFERS THE TOTAL PACKAGE
We deliver the whole package, which can be tailored to your 
specific needs and demands. We offer stylish Danish design, 
competitive prices and user-friendly, stable software. Our 
 customers include DSB, Burger King, EDC, Sunset Boulevard, 
and Fidel’s, who all take advantage of the fact that digital 
signage is effective, easy and quick. Content is controlled 
from a central location and subsequently appears on screens 
 automatically. Our creative team of Motion Graphics Designers 
produces high-quality content with clear messages, and we 
also offer service and support.

Mermaid is a Danish company quoted on First North, and 
represents Scandinavia’s leading company within the digital 
signage industry. We manage more than 9,000 screens in a 
variety of industries and sectors - from retail businesses to 
public institutions.
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Successful internal communication is vital for all companies, as 
it enables employees to offer customers the highest  possible 
level of service.

Digital signage is the perfect medium for communicating 
with all employees simultaneously. The digital screens can be 
updated online in a matter of minutes, and employees do not 
have to seek information actively. The screens ensure uniform 
and direct communication, and guarantee that employees 
are well-informed and able to provide professional service 
and guidance. 

The screens dedicated to internal communication purposes 
may be placed in offices, canteens, production facilities, and 
meeting rooms, continuously supplying relevant informa-
tion. Furthermore, they can offer practical information such as 
scheduled meetings, today’s lunch offers, or special red-letter 

days such as birthdays. The screens can also promote social 
events in order to entertain employees and maintain a pleas-
ant atmosphere and sense of togetherness. Informing employ-
ees of good results achieved by the company also motivates 
your employees and shows them that they are  appreciated. 
This entails higher satisfaction which often results in greater 
efficiency. In production facilities, sharing key figures (report-
ing from Business Intelligence) on the screen can create focus 
and motivation and increase productivity.

RECEIVE YOU VISITORS WELL
Another advantage of using screens is that they create a 
 modern look for a company. Screens near the entrance, for 
example, may give customers a good first impression when 
they enter the building. Furthermore, they offer visitors a 
warm welcome by showing relevant information about who 
to approach. 

coMpaNIeS
INFORM YOUR EMPLOYEES

4 COMPANIES



SCREEn PLACEMEnT
-> Entrance
-> Canteen
-> Office area
-> Stock
-> Meeting room
-> Staff room
-> Production
-> Reception

COnTEnT
-> Events
-> Key figures
-> Management Info
-> Canteen Info
-> Booking of meetings
-> News and weather
-> Sales info
-> Welcome

COMPANIES 5

SCREEN PLACED CENTRALLY IN THE OFFICE AREA



6 CONSULTANCY FIRMS

SCREEn PLACEMEnT
-> Entrance
-> Canteen
-> Office areas
-> Meeting rooms
-> Staff rooms
-> Waiting areas

COnTEnT
-> Stock prices
-> Information
-> Customer info
-> Info from management
-> News
-> Sales figures
-> Staff info
-> Weather forecasts

SCREEN PLACED IN THE WAITING AREA 

SCREEN PLACED IN THE CAFé AREA
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Especially when selling a service, it is important to appear 
trustworthy and professional. It is of great importance to show 
customers that they are your first priority – a feeling achieved 
primarily through high levels of information. Using screens to 
communicate with customers is therefore an obvious choice in 
the attempt to express professionalism. Also, a queue system 
may be integrated on the screens in order to ensure a high 
service level. 

ADD VALUE
Digital signage represents modernism and shows customers 
that your company is keen to keep up with the latest devel-
opment. Screen communication both informs and entertains 
customers. Screens may be placed near entrances and wait-
ing rooms, providing customers with relevant information, 
and thus saving time for employees. In this sense, they add 
 significant value to a company. They can also inspire customers 

to buy more and therefore represent a great opportunity to 
promote products and services. 

USE SCREEnS TO SHARE KnOWLEDGE
Digital signage can also be used for internal communication, 
which is a prerequisite of good external communication. It is 
vital that employees are well-informed and updated when 
seeking to offer customers the best service and guidance. 
Therefore, screens should be placed in rooms where employ-
ees carry out their daily tasks etc. – for instance in office areas, 
canteens or staff rooms. Here, employees can receive informa-
tion about new initiatives or services. Furthermore, screens 
can increase focus and motivation by showing key figures and 
results, or by making comparisons with other departments 
or businesses. This increases benchmarking possibilities and 
inspires to increase efficiency levels.

coNSULtaNcY FIrMS
COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS

SCREEN PLACED AT THE RECEPTION DESK
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For conference centres, the administration and service offered 
to guests is of vital importance. What really matters is that 
their stay is pleasant and easy. This can be facilitated by digital 
signage, placed in locations where relevant communication 
is of great importance. 

Showing today’s calendar on screens outside meeting rooms 
is a practical and helpful service. If  conference participants 
are to be served meals between meeting activities, screens 
may be used to show the scheduled lunch time and menu. 
Furthermore, screens may be used to promote events such as 
team building or sports activities offered by the conference 
centres. It is also possible to inform about practical matters 
concerning technical equipment and internet access. 

Digital signage therefore represents an effective way of 
communicating with all guests simultaneously, which again is 
time-saving for employees. Screens are updated automatically 
and do not require the attention of employees. In addition, 
screen communication offers guests an increased sense of 
good service. 

GUIDE YOUR GUESTS
Screens may function as guides in a variety of locations – from 
hotels to public houses, campsites and marinas. In reception 
areas, a touch solution may be helpful in offering guests direc-
tions and helping them plan their stay. A map with an overview 
of sights, exciting venues and restaurants may also be useful. 
In addition to these examples, Mermaid also offers the prod-
uct named “Monolith”, designed to show for instance flight 
information such as arrivals and departures combined with 
other practical information. Furthermore, screens may also 
show weather forecasts or news in English, or might be used 
to promote products and services in order to increase sales. 

It is also possible to make a profit by selling media time and 
advertising slots to local stores that can use the screens to 
promote their products.  

hoteLS aND coNFereNce ceNtreS
OFFER YOUR GUESTS OUTSTANDING SERVICE

SCREEn PLACEMEnT
-> Activity rooms
-> Bar
-> Entrance
-> Halls
-> Meeting rooms
-> Outdoors
-> Living rooms
-> Reception
-> Restaurant
-> Spa area
-> Rooms

COnTEnT
-> Events
-> Bar info
-> Renting of cars
-> Golf
-> Hotel info
-> Calendar
-> Future offers
-> Map (Touch)
-> Menu
-> News
-> Package solutions
-> Parking info
-> Prices
-> Security info
-> Offers
-> Tourist info
-> Entertainment
-> Weather forecasts
-> Room info
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MERMAID MONOLITH IN THE ENTRANCE AREA



10 RESTAURANTS

SCREEn PLACEMEnT
-> The bar
-> Entrance
-> Lounge areas
-> Staff rooms
-> Toilets

COnTEnT
-> Events
-> Branding
-> Information
-> Competitions
-> Art
-> Menus
-> Staff info
-> Offers
-> Happy hours
-> Entertainment

SCREENS CAN CONTROL THE PRODUCT FLOW IN THE BAR
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Digital signage is an obvious choice in restaurants, as screens 
add value by creating a pleasant atmosphere, conveying infor-
mation and increasing sales, for instance by showing pictures 
of menus, products and other temptations. In restaurants, 
cafés and fast food restaurants screens may be used to of-
fer customers inspiration as well as a dynamic overview of 
available menus, which can be easily updated. A picture of a 
delicious dessert or a coffee speciality is an effective way of 
influencing customers to buy more. 

InSPIRE YOUR GUESTS
In bars, screens allow you to organise the best flow and make 
the highest possible turnover: simple products such as beers 

can appear on the screens during peak hours, while more 
advanced products such as cocktails and coffee specialities 
can appear during hours with less pressure. Screens may also 
show how drinks are made which may be entertaining and 
inspiring for customers. It is also possible to promote events 
such as music events, sports on TV or happy hour. 

RETURn On InVESTMEnT 
Another important aspect of digital signage is the possibility of 
selling media time to suppliers who can promote new product 
launches on the screens in order to increase sales. 

reStaUraNtS
CREATE A PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE AND A SENSE OF TASTE

IT IS EASY TO INTEGRATE SCREENS TO MATCH THE INTERIOR OF THE RESTAURANTS



12 THE SOLUTION

the SoLUtIoN

the pLaY LISt

SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND CONTENT

Our solution is a combination of software, hardware and rel-
evant content. Mermaid’s own software has been used, tested 
and constantly developed by our customers since 2004. We 
produce our own screens in stylish Danish design, but also 
co-operate with large hardware suppliers. Mermaid’s own 
screens can be customised with a variety of colours, sizes and 
logos. We also offer a selection of media players in different 
price ranges with a variety of functions. 

Screen content can be produced in different ways: using a pdf 
or other digital material, we can create spots with different 
levels of creativity. User-friendliness is our top priority, and all 
content is of course tailored to the corporate identity of each 
customer. With the use of our templates, it is possible for you 
to create your own professional content. 
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reFereNceS
A SELECTION OF OUR REFERENCES
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coNteNt
EXAMPLES OF CONTENT

OUTSIDE MEETInG ROOMS
-> Daily information
-> Today’s programme
-> Hotel branding
-> Cross-selling
-> Meetings
-> Welcome

SALES DEPARTMEnT
-> Staff info
-> Key figures
-> Turnover index
-> Noticeboard
-> Sales figures

OFFICE AnD STOCK
-> News and weather forecasts
-> Benchmark data
-> Daily information
-> General information
-> Staff info
-> Notice board
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BAR/CAFé
-> External supplier spots
-> Menus
-> Offers
-> Hour-based offers
-> Entertainment

HOTEL LOBBY – TOUCH SCREEn
-> Information
-> Local advertising
-> Scheduled meetings
-> Product promotion / branding
-> Signage

RESTAURAnTS
-> Information
-> Inspiration
-> Art 
-> Menus
-> Welcome greetings



MERMAID DEnMARK
Fabriksparken 16

2600 Glostrup
Phone: +45 44 52 92 00

Bredskifte Allé 5 st.
8210 Aarhus V

Phone: +45 70 21 02 40

MERMAID nORWAY
Gaustadalléen 21

0349 Oslo
Phone: +47 22 33 71 75

MERMAID SWEDEn
Ringvägen 100C, 11tr

118 60 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 650 92 50

contact@mermaid.eu
www.mermaid.eu


